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  With  internationally  recognized 
speakers and a larger variety of  ac-
tivities  to  immerse  the  community 
in  world  issues,  University  of   Day-
ton  students  are  aiming  to  create 
the  most  inclusive  Human  Rights 
Week yet. 






Humanity,”  is  the  event’s  tagline, 
and  the  Human  Rights  Week  com-
mittee  has  been  working  to  bring 
speakers  from  different  states  and 
countries  to  the  event,  whereas  in 
the past they were mainly from the 
Dayton  area,  according  to  Patrick 
Boston,  a  junior  communication 
management  and  international 
studies major and vice president of  
the  committee.  The  Human  Rights 
Week  committee  is  made  up  of   19 
volunteer students who are divided 
into  small  sub-committees,  such  as 
public relations, fundraising and vi-
sual design. 
  “We’re  doing  more  of   a  variety,” 
Boston  said.  “It  used  to  be  more 









zation  to  foster  development  in  the 




hosted  by  national  organizations 
such  as  Catholic  Social  Services, 
a  religiously-affi liated  social  ser-
vice organization, and the Restavek 
Freedom  Foundation,  a  group  that 
works to end child slavery in Haiti. 
Candace  Gingrich-Jones,  a  mem-
ber  of   Human  Rights  Campaign,  a 









are  being  hosted,  ac-
cording  to  Katarina  Lu-
cas,  a  junior  political  science 
and  human  rights  studies  major 
and president of  the Human Rights 
Week committee. 
  “This  is  the  fi rst  year  anything 
like this has been done,” Lucas said. 






to  Lucas.  The  university’s  jazz  en-
semble will perform music about is-
sues of  discrimination, Boston said. 
This  is  the  inaugural  year  for  all 




group  of   at-
tendants  for 
them.   
  “We  want  to  en-
courage  students  that  aren’t  hu-
man  rights  studies  majors,  or  that 
haven’t really been concerned with 
the  issues we’re bringing up  [to at-
tend],”  Lucas  said.  “We  don’t  want 
to  just  show  people  what’s  wrong 
with  the  world,  but  also  efforts  to 
combat them.”












(Source: www.nws.noaa.gov)  
Don’t worry, ladies - Even though it’s getting warmer, 
Uggs are still acceptable. 
WIKILEAKS
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Partly sunny.
Jack’s Mannequin to rock out at Charity Concert Committee’s spring event
  The  Charity  Concert  Committee 








  CCC  is  a  student-run  committee 
funded  by  various  organizations  on 
and off  campus. 
  “The  CCC  began  two  years  ago 
for  two  reasons,”  said  junior  Jessie 
Hanley, president of  CCC.   “First, to 
give students what UD lacked, a large 
scale  concert,  and  second,  to  benefi t 
the  larger community. A percentage 
of   our  proceeds  from  each  concert 
support a charity.”
  Price,  popularity  and  availability 
are  among  the  many  factors  taken 
into  consideration  when  choosing  a 
band to perform, according to junior 
Kiersten Manifold, CCC Battle of  the 
Bands  Chair.  The  committee  has  to 
consider whether the band is within 
budget,  its  popularity  among  stu-
dents and  if   it  is able  to come when 
the  UD  Arena  is  available,  Manifold 
said.




rock  band  brought  together  in  2004 
by Andrew McMahon, lead singer of  
Something  Corporate.  In  addition  to 
McMahon,  the  band  consists  of   gui-
tarist Bobby Anderson, bassist Mikey 
















erment  is  measured  in  the 
country  by  different  types 










contrasting  approaches,  which  she 
hopes  will  facilitate  a  discussion 
among  audience  members.  In  to-
day’s  increasingly  globalized  soci-
ety,  issues  in  Africa  can  still  affect 
those who live in the United States, 
and  the  UD  community  should  be 
concerned, she said. 
  “Students should go to hear about 
human  rights,  but  it’s  much  more 
than  that,”  Nuñez  said.  “Just  by 




in  today’s  world,  it  can  be  over-
whelming, she said. But events like 
Human  Rights  Week  also  can  in-
spire people to bring about change, 
even if  it’s something small.
  “It  helps  you  understand  your 
fellow  man,”  Nuñez  said.  “There’s 
something we can do, one student at 
See Human Rights on p. 2
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  Old  River  Park,  part  of   the  NCR 
Corp.  property  the  University  of  
Dayton purchased in December 2009, 
will  be  remodeled  for  the  first  time 
since it opened in 1939. 
  “The park hasn’t been touched in 
a  long  time,”  said  Beth  Keyes,  as-




  Dayton  History,  Montgomery 
County’s official historical organiza-
tion,  opened  and  operated  the  park 
on weekends in the summer of  2009. 
This was the first time the park had 
been  open  in  11  years,  according  to 
Keyes. 
  Now, UD is  teaming up with Day-
ton  History,  Montgomery  County’s 
official  historical  organization,  to 





  “Brainstorming  and  planning 
are just getting started,” said Brady 
Kress,  president  and  CEO  of   Caril-
lon  Historical  Park,  Dayton  Histo-
ry’s premier historical site. “At this 
point,  everything  is  on  the  table  as 
far as restoration is concerned.”
  According to Kress, the park was a 
popular  site  for  NCR  Corp.  employ-
ees when the park first opened. They 




course,  oversized  checker  boards 
and  nearly  two  miles  of   walking 
paths, according to its website.
  “Thousands  of   Dayton  families 
...  all  over  the  world  have  wonder-
ful, warm memories of  being in the 
park,”  Kress  said.  “That  was  the 





  “We’re  always  looking  for  ways 
to  get  Carillon  and  Dayton’s  vast 
student body more  involved,” Kress 
said.  “The  park  has  a  deep  histori-








get  students  down  to  the  park.  And 
if  we opened the park in its current 










it  is  one  thing  to  restore  and  build 
back the park, but how the commu-
nity treats and maintains  it will de-
termine  how  effective  the  remodel 
will be. The idea is to make it recre-
ational, historical and academic.”




  According  to  Boston,  the  new 
discussion  forums  and  interactive 
nature of  these events can help stu-
dents  who  don’t  know  a  lot  about 
human  rights  issues  learn  and  in-
teract more so than in the past. 
  “That’s why we want to do things 
like  workshops,  because  we  don’t 
want to just tell people something,” 
Boston  said.  “We  want  them  to  do 
small things in their everyday lives 
to  help  change  it,  because  it’s  not 
something  you  have  to  become  a 
full-time activist  for.  It’s something 
you  can  change  through  thought 
processes and opening your mind.”
HUMAN RIGHTS
(cont. from p. 1) 
Old River Park, which UD purchased in December 2009 as part of the NCR Corp. property, will be closed this summer for renovation. UD is teaming up 
with Dayton History to give the park its first makeover since it opened in 1939. VALERIE ROZZO/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
FRIDAY
12 p.m. — Torch Lounge 
The Unstoppables: Sex Work, 
AIDS and the Politics of 
Recognition in Sonagachhi 
Red Light District in Calcutta 
Dr. Simanti Dasgupta | An-
thropologist 
5 p.m. — KU Ballroom 
Discrimination in Schools 
Dr. Pamela Young, Dr. 
Carolyn Ridenour & Graduate 
students 
7 p.m. — KU Ballroom 
Restavek Freedom Founda-
tion Elizabeth Hummer | 
Sponsorship Coordinator
12 p.m. — Torch Lounge 
Persecution of the Baha’i 
Faith in Iran Jason Combs & 
Mat Cotton 
3 p.m. — Torch Lounge 
Refugee Resettlement Pro-
gram Catholic Social Services 
7:30 p.m. — KU Ballroom 
Gabriel Bol Deng | Keynote 
Speaker
12 p.m. — Torch Lounge So-
cial Issues in Latin-American 
Art Dr. Huacuja | Professor 
of Latin American and Art 
History 
2 p.m. — KU Ballroom 
University of Dayton’s Jazz 
Ensemble 
3 p.m. — Torch Lounge 
Human Relations Council Ms. 
Catherine Crosby 
4 p.m. — KU 222 Workshop: 
“Equality Talks” Candace 
Gingrich-Jones | Human 
Rights Campaign 
12 p.m. — Torch Lounge 
KU  A Case Study in Human 
Rights: Burmese Refugees in 
Fort Wayne Dr. MacLachlan 
5 p.m. — KU Ballroom 
Human Trafficking ‘Vision 
Rooms’ 
New Abolitionist Movement




5:30 p.m. — Torch Lounge 
“Women’s Empowerment in 
the Warm Heart of Africa” 
Caryl Nuñez | Senior Political 
Science Major 
7 p.m. — KU Ballroom 
“What Part of ‘Human’ Don’t 
You Understand?: LGBT 
Equality in America” Candace 
Gingrich-Jones | Human 
Rights Campaign
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To order: www.OmahaSteaks.com/steaks50
or call 1-888-608-4891
Limit of 2 packages. Free Gifts included per shipment. Off er expires 4/15/11.
Standard shipping and handling will be applied per address.
©2010 OCG  OmahaSteaks.com, Inc.                                                                                                                     12714-c
6 FREE Omaha Steaks Burgers, 
a FREE 6-piece Cutlery Set, 
and a FREE Cutting Board.
Plus 3 Free Gifts
to every shipping address.
Save 64%    Family Value Combo 
45069XHR
2 (5 oz.) Filet Mignons
2 (5 oz.) Top Sirloins
4 (4 oz.) Omaha Steaks Burgers
4 (3 oz.) Gourmet Franks
4 (4 oz. approx.) Boneless Chicken Breasts
4 (5 3⁄4 oz.) Stuff ed Baked Potatoes





*Minimum product and accessory purchase of $29.99. Does not apply to gift cards or 
certificates, same-day or international delivery, shipping and handling, taxes or third-party 
hosted products. Offer expires 2/14/2011.
BUY nOw anD receive 20% Off*






    Spoil her this
 Valentine’s Day
She’ll feel the love  
with flowers guaranteed  
fresh for at least 7 days. 
+s/h 
  The  University  of   Dayton’s  Of-
fice  of   Multicultural  Affairs  is 
much  like  any  other  administra-
tive office on campus: It has desks 
littered with computers, pens and 
papers,  and  on  a  Sunday  after-
noon,  it’s dimly lit without a soul 
around – except for Fred Cox.
  Cox,  a  junior  sociology  major 
and student administrator for the 
OMA, speaks with invested enthu-
siasm  about  his  different  roles  in 
the  university  that  can  only  be 
described  by  the  word  he  uses  to 













SGA,  the  OMA  and  UD’s  Gamma 
Theta  chapter  of   the  Alpha  Phi 
Alpha,  the  historically  black  fra-
ternity of  which Cox is vice presi-
dent, will “educate the entire com-
munity  on  issues  that  include  all 
of  us.”
  Corey  Leftridge,  a  Columbus 
Urban  League  coordinator  for 
the  “Father  2  Father”  program, 




tion  of:  “When  [black]  students 
are  generalized  to  have  the  same 
experiences,  how  do  other  stu-
dents miss out?” 
  Cox  also  said  Leftridge  will 
teach  the  UD  community  about 
the  history  of   the  words  “Afri-
can,”  “African-American”  and 
“Caribbean,”  how  the  three  titles 
have  changed  over  time,  and  how 
UD  benefits  from  enrolling  black 
students. 
  He  said  the  event  will  show  at-








include  poetry,  dancers  and  sing-
ers. 
  Cox  said  the  event  will  benefit 
the  black  community,  and    the 
population as a whole.
  It all began one year ago, when 
the  UD  Student  Government  As-
sociation  was  altering  its  consti-
tution  and  wanted  to  change  the 
name  of   its  African-American 
Senator position. Cox and 12 other 
members of  Black Action Through 
Unity,  which  acts  as  an  African-
American Student Union and ser-
vice organization and emphasizes 




ator  positions  representing  Afri-
can-American,  Latin  American 
and international student constit-
uents,  and  move  toward  merging 
the three positions into a unity or 
diversity senator position, he said. 
  Combining  the  three  minor-
ity  positions  into  one  would  have 
further generalized minority con-
stituents,  because  not  all  racial 
and  sexual  orientation  minorities 
have  accurate  representation  un-
der SGA, he said. 
  Cox,  who  identifies  as  African-
American,  said  the  “African-
American  senator”  title  does  not 
accurately  define  the  group  of  
students in the position, which he 
currently holds.
  Cox  said  the  title  has  evoked 
controversy  because  UD’s  black 
student  community  includes  not 
only  African-American,  but  also 
African  and  Caribbean  students. 
The  African-American  senator 
title  “almost  completely  dispels 
[the]  ethnicity  and  cultural  expe-
rience” of  two of  the three groups 
making  up  that  part  of   the  com-
munity, he said.
  “If  SGA wants to make changes 
to  the  African-American  senator 
position,  then  they  need  to  allow 
the  constituents  that  are  led  by 





has  a  plan  for  getting  there,  and 
it  starts  with  “The  Black  Experi-
ence.” 
  Cox  said  he  thinks  the  kind  of  
dialogue  “The  Black  Experience” 
will  foster  is  the  best  way  for  UD 
to  become  a  more  inclusive  and 
understanding community.




racial  and  ethnic  minorities  and 
racial  and  ethnic  relations  were 








  UD  tries  to  educate  students 
so  that  when  they  leave  UD,  they 
are  holistic  individuals,  and  part 
of   that  holism  is  understanding 
people  whose  backgrounds  lend 
different  experiences,  according 
to Cox.
  He  said  conversations  about 
racial  differences  are  “about  cel-
ebrating  similarities,”  because 
they point out that “although they 
are  from  different  backgrounds, 
students have similar experiences 
at UD.” 
  An  example  of   where  the  UD 
community  can  improve  is  when 
black  students  are  often  asked 








  She  said  the  best  way  for  stu-
dents  to  learn  about  racial  dif-
ferences  is  to  have  candid  discus-
sions where they come out of  their 




be  working  with  people  who  look 
exactly like they do,” she said. 
  According  to  Picca,  these  con-
versations  are  particularly  ben-
eficial  to  non-minority  students 






  “I  think  that  any  time  that  stu-
dents  can  have  open  and  honest 
and  meaningful  dialogues  where 
everybody  feels  heard  and  feels 
respected,  that’s  a  great  thing, 
and I hope that there are more op-




Student plans event to raise awareness of race issues on campus
 “We have a really hard time talking about 
race and ethnicity partly because the  
language we have is so problematic. ... I  
think that any time that students can have open  
and honest and meaningful dialogues where  
everyone feels heard and respected, that’s a great 
thing, and I hope that there are more opportunities 
like this on campus.”
Leslie Picca,
   Sociology Professor 
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Submit your art, photography, poetry, 
or short fiction for publication in the 
university’s student-run magazine. 
Submit any questions to Orpheus.
magazine@gmail.com or stoverlm@
gmail.com. The deadline is Tuesday, 
March 1.
FAIR TRADE CHOCOLATE SALE
West Africa produces 80 percent 
of the world’s chocolate. More than 
200,000 children harvest these co-
coa beans, and 12,000 of them are 
believed to be slaves. This Valentine’s 
Day, show some extra love: Buy fair 
trade chocolate, produced slave-
free. The New Abolitionist Movement 
is hosting this event outside Barrett 
Dining Hall in KU on Feb. 11, 14, 15 
and 16 from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.  
Chocolate can be purchased and 
picked up at the KU table, or a spe-
cial delivery can be requested. For 
questions, contact Chris Klarich at 
klariccp@notes.udayton.edu.
BROTHER 2 BROTHER/SISTER 2 
SISTER
Come to KU, rooms 310 and 331 at 8 
p.m. for a discussion about how black 
males and females of both past and 
present have been portrayed through 
popular culture and how that portrayal 
has impacted today’s black culture.
SATURDAY
SPEED DATING
Bring your friends and meet new ones 
at this ArtStreet event in Studio C from 
8 to 10 p.m. tonight. Pizza, snacks, 
and refreshments will be provided. 
TRIP TO THE FREEDOM CENTER
Experience the National Underground 
Railroad Freedom Center with the De-
partment of Housing and Residence 
Life and the Office of Multicultural Af-
fairs. The National Underground Rail-
road Freedom Center is located in Cin-
cinnati and has been visited by Oprah 
Winfrey, the Dalai Lama and others. 
Purchase your ticket now for only $3. 
The price includes transportation, ad-
mission, lunch and snacks. The group 
will leave at 9 a.m. in front of Marian-
ist Hall and return by 3 p.m. For more 






  Students  who  want  to  keep  up 
their  New  Year’s  Resolution  to  stay 
fit will now have a new incentive.
  The University of  Dayton RecPlex 
is  hosting  a  free  “Spring  into  Fit-
ness”  program  for  the  first  time  to 
boost student involvement. 
  The  RecPlex  will  be  giving  away 
prizes  to participants who complete 
the  challenges,  with  a  different 
theme each month.
  Johnny  Chase,  assistant  director 
for  fitness  at  the  RecPlex,  said  he 
and his team came together to brain-
storm  ideas  for  this  program,  and 
then  sent  out  a  survey  to  students, 
asking  them  which  incentive  pro-
gram ideas they liked best. 
  Students  should  get  involved  in 
the program to increase their physi-
cal  activity  for  a  healthier  lifestyle, 
Chase said. 
  One  of   the  goals  of   this  program 
is  for  participants  to  meet  and  ex-
ceed the American College of  Sports 














  For  February,  the  theme  is  “UD’s 





  March’s  theme  is  the  “Amazing 
Race UD Edition.” Students can run, 





Through  repetitions  and  sets,  the 
goal  is  for  students  to  lift  the  total 
amount  of   weight  in  the  RecPlex. 
Participants can complete up to two 
activities  a  day  to  count  toward  the 
weight.  
  Senior exercise science major and 
















  “We  want  to  get  the  attention  of  
users  while  they  are  motivated  and 





  Students  can  sign  up  at  a  table 
near  the  entrance  to  the  RecPlex  at 




RecPlex offers new fitness opportunity
The following incidents were reported to the Department of Public Safety from Jan. 6 through Jan. 18. This log was compiled by Flyer 
News from actual police reports obtained from the Department of Public Safety. 
Criminal Damaging
Jan. 9, 4:00 a.m.
All on duty units were 
dispatched to Stonemill Road 
in reference to two males 
breaking out car windows. 
Officer Roth met with a 
witness who heard yelling and 
saw the two men carrying 
what was thought to be a 
sledgehammer and knock out 
two windows of a parked car. 
None of the officers were able 
to locate the suspects.
Criminal Damaging
Jan. 30, 1:01 p.m.
Officer S. Durian was 
dispatched to the RP-5 
parking lot on a criminal 
damage complaint. The 
complainant stated that she 
parked her car at 6 p.m. on 
Saturday, Jan. 29. When she 
returned, she saw damage 
to the passenger side mirror. 
The car’s antenna also was 
bent. There are no known 
suspects at this time.
Theft
Jan. 30, 3:01 a.m.
Officer Pease was dispatched 
to Stonemill Road on a theft 
complaint. The complainant 
stated that a fraternity 
composite photograph, 
approximately two feet by 
three feet, went missing early 
Sunday morning. A friend of 
the complainant called him at 
2 a.m. to say the photo was 




Contact Lauren Lecklider at lecklile@notes.udayton.edu.
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Think you’ve got an eye for photography? Here’s your chance to get it published. Just 
send your ‘CLICK’ picture to editor@fl yernews.com along with your fi rst and last name 
and a brief description. Click away!CLICK! Challenge Level: MediumSource: WebSudoku.com
NEWLY RENOVATED HOUSES-APARTMENTS. 
5 minute walk to UD. Call UD grad. John
Poley 937-223-9790
Apartments available in the ghetto. 2 
bedroom for 3 students, off street
parking, laundry facilities. Know where
you are going to live next year. Call 
937-681-4982
One bedroom apartment. Fully furnished,
new carpet, near campus, excellent rate,
great landlord for 11-12. 6 bedroom 
house, approved for 6 
students, fully furnished, new carpet,
near campus, excellent rate, great 
landlord, good parking, $1500/student 
per semester. 215 Rubicon St. for 11-12
Call Bob, leave message 937-330-4111
Apartment-Irving Ave. avail. summer/fall;
4-6 people; 5 br/2 bath; AC; reasonable;
937-885-5764
2011-12 Duplex House, 4 students each side. 
Furnished. 832-2319
ROOM FOR RENT: 5 bedroom 2 bathroom
house. Room, bathroom, kitchen redone
recently. Currently 3 student tenants. 1 dog,
quiet neighborhood. $350/month excluding
utilities. Lease terms negotiable. Contact
Phillip @ 937-572-3583
Recently remodeled 2 br apartment on Brown
St. Great location next to BW3s available for
2011-2012 schoolyear. Call 937-299-1799
5 bedroom houses 2 blocks from campus. All
utilities paid. Washer/dryer, big screen TV, 
high speed internet all provided!
$2,400/sem per student
1-888-808-7741 or 937-672-5546
Irving Commons- Now Renting Summer and
2011-2012. Fully Furnished, Utilities Paid, 
Free Parking, Walk-to-Campus! Call manager
@ 937-643-0554 or 
http://www.IrvingCommons.com
$400 for fully furnished room in my home in
quiet Patterson Park neighborhood (2 miles 
from campus). All utilities included. Washer
and dryer in home. Email me at 
mllcatcher@aol.com if interested and I will
send pictures.
Houses for Rent!!! Multiple 5 Bedroom houses
for rent for 2011-2012 school year. Right next
to campus!!! All utilities, Fridge, Stove, 
Washer, Dryer, Flat Screen TV, high speed
internet (wireless). Call 1-888-808-7741 for
details or to set up an appointment to view.
2-4 Students: Renovated Apartment w/ New
Features. 2-Bedroom, 2-Bathroom. Fully
Furnished, Washer/Dryer and Dishwasher. 
Call 937-760-6902 or visit online UDapts.com
HELP WANTED
Accounts Receivable Assistant., hours 
fl exible around your schedule, 10 minutes
from UD, Minimum Sophomore standing. 
Business Major. Must have completed fi rst
accounting series course, call 602-4722,
DAVID’S UNIFORMS, for interview 
appointment.
Miscellaneous
Parking- Irving Ave. $75/semester 
937-885-5764
Free to Good Home German Shepherd Female
Dog Contact: Sara.Kane76@yahoo.com
Don’t miss your chance to
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HOUSING
Student musician Amy Love performs at the Thursday Night Live CD release party on Saturday, Feb. 5 at ArtStreet. PHOTO CONTRIBUTED BY ARTSTREET
having headlined Dayton to Daytona 
in 2007. 
  “We  chose  Jack’s  Mannequin  be-
cause  it’s  a  band  that  appeals  to  a 
wide range of  people,” Manifold said. 






the  American  Cancer  Society  when 










  On  Saturday,  Feb.  26,  at  8  p.m., 
CCC will host a Battle of  the Bands 
fundraiser  in  Kennedy  Union  Pub. 
The  entry  fee  will  be  $3,  which  will 
go toward fi nancing the benefi t con-
cert and giving back to the Boys and 
Girls  Club.  CCC  also  will  raffl e  off  
tickets  and  sell  T-shirts  during  the 
fundraiser. 





(cont. from p. 1) 
EXCLUSIVE VIDEO REACTIONS 
TO THE BAND ANNOUNCEMENT
 >> www.flyernews.com
CORRECTIONS
In issue 25 which was published on Friday, Feb. 4, 2010, Flyer News 
published a photo on page four that was incorrectly attributed to 
Annamarie Bogusz, photography editor. The photograph was taken 
by Jared Knueven, staff photographer. 
We also inaccurately attributed the women’s basketball photo to 
Assistant Photography Editor Ethan Klosterman. The photo was 
actually taken by Staff Photographer Mickey Shuey. 
FN sincerely apologizes for these errors.
  Japanese  artist  Yasue  Sakao-





lation  ArtStreet  UD:  Suspended 
3-D  Paper  Sculpture,”  which  is 
open  to  the  public  from  8  a.m.  to 
midnight,  Monday  through  Fri-
day,  and  noon  to  midnight  Satur-
day and Sunday from now through 
Friday, March 11.
  Sakaoka,  currently  residing  in 
Columbus, Ohio, came to the Unit-
ed  States  to  study  sociology,  but 
soon  discovered  her  true  passion 
was the arts.
  “The discipline covered things I 
didn’t  care  about,”  she  said.  “So, 
I  spent  extra  time  doing  the  re-
quirements of  studio courses, and 
it worked very well.”
  After  completing  her  graduate 
work,  Sakaoka  spent  two  years 




and  traveling  exhibits  through-
out  southern  states.  She  also  did 
a study of  playground sculptures.
  “The  children  had  nothing  to 
play  on  like  the  rest  of   the  kids,” 
Sakaoka  said.  “Nothing  to  climb, 
nothing to jump on. So, I proposed 
a set of  play sculptures.”
  In  addition,  Sakaoka  has  had 
work  commissioned  by  the  main 
and  Wetstone  branches  of   the 
Franklin  County  library  in  Co-
lumbus, Ohio.
  Though having worked with nu-
merous  types  of   material,  Sakao-
ka prefers working with stone. 
  “I  like stone,” she said. “I don’t 
like  welding,  but  I  do  like  paper 
also.”
  Sakaoka  began  making  paper 
sculptures  when  stone  and  other 
materials  proved  to  be  inefficient 
for certain exhibits.
  Kassie  Stangel,  a  senior  civil 
engineering  major  and  ArtStreet 
resident  who  attended  Sakaoka’s 
opening  reception,  said  Sakaoka 
has “big, grand ideas because she 
likes to make her art life-size.”
  “[Sakaoka]  said  that  a  lot  of  
times her ideas were just way too 
heavy and way too big, and it just 
wasn’t  practical  to  transport  or 
build,” Stangel said. “So she start-
ed  working  with  paper  because 
it’s so light and so easy to bring to 
places to be able to show it.”
  Sakoka’s  artwork  exhibited  at 
UD  is  made  of   paper,  taking  up 
much  of   the  studio  space,  and  is 
suspended  with  strings  attached 
to  boards.  Its  resembles  a  multi-
tude of  kites, flying in formation. 
  “When  I  first  saw  them,  I 
thought  they  looked  like  doves,” 
Stangel  said.  “It  was  cool;  as  she 
was describing it, she encouraged 
everyone  to  walk  around  and  see 






large  pieces  “to  challenge  the 




‘I  can  do  something  that  is  like 
running water, spilling over to the 
wall and the floor,’” she said.
  Stangel  noticed  the  filled  space 
as  something  special  about  Saka-
oka’s piece.
  “I  think  [this  exhibit]  is  differ-
ent  because  it  uses  the  space  dif-
ferently,” Stangel said. “I feel like 
you  don’t  get  very  many  art  ex-
hibits  that  you  can  literally  walk 





it’s  perishable,”  she  said.  “It’s 
unique  because  it  reflects  non-
Western culture [and] heritage.”
  A  fiber  artist,  Sakaoka  said 
the  work  she  does  goes  beyond 
the  traditional  fiber  arts,  such  as 
quilting  and  macramé.  Much  of  
her  work  is  inspired  by  Japanese 
origami, though those are not the 
only influences on her art.
  “[My  artwork]  is  not  tradition-






  While  some  artists  give  mean-
ings to their pieces prior to reveal-
ing  them,  or  even  create  specific 









determining  which  sculpture  to 
place on display.
  “When  I  have  a  set  of   experi-
ments,  I  can  select  something 
when  there  is  an  invitation  to  in-




  For  this  exhibit,  Sakaoka  went 
down  to  her  basement  to  look  at 
all the other things she had creat-
ed before and decided she wanted 




Stangel  said.  “  ...  When  you  first 
look  at  it,  it  looks  all  the  same, 
but  when  I  looked  at  it  more  I 
saw  [the  pieces  of   the  sculpture] 
were smaller at the top and bigger 
at  the  bottom,  so  it  made  it  look 
much  taller  than  it  really  was. 
The more I looked, the more detail 
I noticed.”
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In the air: 3-D piece at ArtStreet
SARA GREEN
Asst. A&E Editor
A student views Yasue Sakaoka’s suspended 3-D paper sculpture. The sculpture is on exhibit at ArtStreet Studio D from now through Friday, March 11. CRISTA KLING/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
PREVIEW OF A FILMMAKERS’ BOOT CAMP AT ARTSTREET;
 “AUSTIN,” THE FINAL STAR LIKE ME ENTRY FOR “TRUE WEST”
Flyer News: What’s been your most 
memorable moment at 302 Kiefaber?
Philip Titlebaum:  There  was  Mi-
chael  Winn’s  21st  birthday  party, 














MW:  It’s  a  great  jam  space,  and  it 
fi ts all our instruments.
Gerard Gerace:  It’s  a  great  loca-
tion. And it’s right by the ArtStreet 




FN:  Where  did  your  tables  [made 
from  industrial-size  cable  spools] 
come from?




to  say  that  was  our  prize  for  win-
ning Battle of  the Bands last fall.
AJ:  It  was  behind  a  neighbor’s 
house, with a sign, “free chair.” And 
it  restored  our  furniture  karma, 
since  a  chair  was  taken  from  our 
porch. 










that  looks  awful,  but  tastes  deli-
cious.






MW:  “It’s  too  green,”  taken  from 
that  Home  Depot  commercial, 
which,  out  of   context  from  this 
mildly  funny  commercial,  is  just 
hilarious.  So,  whenever  I  get  over-
whelmed, I just say, “It’s too green.”
PT: Rap lyrics in general.  I walk by 
Mike,  and  just  spit  some  lyrics  at 
him all the time.
GG: Saying “goodbye.”













PT:  I  opted  to  stay  behind  instead. 
Darlin  Blanco  and  I  made  some 
music  and  watched  people  walking 
around  outside  like  zombies.  With 
the  power  out  the  whole  thing  was 
kind of  surreal. Some drunken guys 
came and knocked on our door just 
standing  there  with  an  extension 
cord wanting to know if  we still had 
power so they could get their music 
playing  again  and  “keep  the  party 
going.”  Bro  zombies,  it  was  pretty 
funny.   
MW:  That  window’s  great  for 
watching the Tim’s march.
PT:  We  always  see  girls  walking 
around  without  coats  on  when  it’s 
freezing out.
MW:  And  we’ll  throw  sweaters  at 
them.
PT:  Incidentally,  those  aren’t  gifts. 
If   you  have  any  of   our  sweaters, 
please bring them back.
  Artists  Kelly  and  Kyle  Phelps’ 
work  is  the  focus  of   “God...  Steel 
and  a  Wasted  Dream,”  an  exhibit 
at  the  Rike  Center  Gallery,  run-
ning  from  now  through  Wednes-
day, Mar. 2.
  Kyle Phelps, an associate visual 
arts  professor  at  UD,  collaborated 
with  his  identical  twin,  head  of  
ceramics  at  Xavier  University. 
Both  look  forward to  the exhibit’s 
presentation  on  campus,  and  re-
sponded  to  Flyer  News  questions 
through a joint e-mail.
  “’God…  Steel  and  a  Wasted 
Dream’  was  inspired  by  lives  of  
the people who worked in factories 
that  no  longer  exist  today,”  Kyle 
said.  “People  ...  worked  religious-
ly  with  the  hope  that  the  factory 
would take care of  its workers.”  
  The  exhibit  will  include  more 
than 20 wall sculptures.  
  “Reaction  so  far  has  been  posi-
tive,” Kelly and Kyle said.
  The  Phelps  brothers  have  re-
ceived an offer  to have  their work 
exhibited  in  the  American  Labor 
Museum,  in  Haledon,  N.J.,  and 












in  this  exhibition  due  to  the  con-




  As  far  as  sharing  the  work  re-
sponsibilities,  both  brothers  said 
they  enjoy  each  other’s  company 
and look forward to seeing the im-
pact of  their work on viewers.
  “We  work  exclusively  together. 
…We have always worked together 
in  a  collaborative  manner  …  like 
one  person  in  two  different  bod-
ies,”  Kyle  said.  “Working  in  uni-
son is, and continues to be, totally 
natural for us. Ever since we were 
very  young,  we  shared  nearly  ev-
erything  and  did  everything  to-
gether from kindergarten through 
tenure  we  have  always  shared  the 
load.”
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Artwork inspired by ‘wasted dreams,’ poor economy debuts at Rike 
local and global 
arts and events
THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS: Auditions for “Rabbit Hole,” a drama about 
grieving parents, will take place at 9:30 p.m. in Room 128 of the Music and The-
atre Building on Tuesday, Feb. 15. The play, seniors Bernadette Rose and Chris 
Poeschl’s fi nal project, will be performed in the Black Box, Room 137 of the Music 
and Theatre Building, the weekend of Friday, March 25, and is a Studio Theatre 
production. Director Grace Stratton, a senior, is looking for two women and one 
man to play the wife’s spunky sister, the wise grandmother and a teenage boy. 
E-mail Stratton at strattge@notes.udayton.edu for more information.
FACEBOOK ME: “The Social Network” will play at 9 p.m. tonight in 
ArtStreet Studio B. The film, based on the book “The Accidental Bil-
lionaires,” chronicles the tumultuous creation of Facebook, the pop-
ular social networking site. Directed by David Fincher (“Fight Club”) 
and written by Aaron Sorkin (“The West Wing”), “The Social Network” 
is nominated for eight Academy Awards and won four Golden Globe 
Awards. For a schedule of future Friday Night Films, and to watch trail-
ers, go to artstreet.udayton.edu/film.
  THE MEN OF
302
KIEFABER
FOR AN EXCLUSIVE PORCH 
PROFILE VIDEO
 >> www.flyernews.com
Roommates: Seniors Aaron “AJ” Joseph, Philip Titlebaum; Juniors Michael 
Winn, Gerard Gerace. ETHAN KLOSTERMAN/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
House Specs: Felipe Picante [a plastic penguin], two doors with different 
bells — “Ding Dong” and “Ding” —  surplus of chairs, industrial-size cable 
spool tables, two bedrooms, modular origami, music performance space, 
various instruments, large chalkboard, washer and dryer, handicap access-
ability, window with street-level view, pulley-based ceiling bike storage 
ASHLEY PANTONA PRICE
Staff Writer
Earlier this week, preparations were underway at the Rike Center Gallery for “God... Steel and 
a Wasted Dream,” which opened Tuesday, Feb. 8, and will run through Wednesday, Mar. 2. 
MONICA ARCARO/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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“Peace can only last where human rights are respected, 
where people are fed, and where individuals and nations are 
free. ”
The 14th Dalai Lama, Buddhist Religious Leaderforum
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ACTION:
HUMAN RIGHTS WEEK WORTH TALKING ABOUT AGAIN AND AGAIN
Word on the street...
“I like the ‘Grape Stomper’ 
video. That lady totally de-
served it.”
“I like the ‘Unforgivable’ video 
with the waffl e fries. The 




“‘Drinking Out Of Cups,’ be-
cause the lines he says crack 
me up. My friends and I use 




What’s your favorite YouTube video?
  When we found out that Human Rights Week would take place from 
Monday,  Feb.  14,  through  Friday,  Feb.  18,  we  were  confident  that  it 
would be our next front page headline. The annual event deserves at-
tention  each  year,  for  its  cause  is  one  of   the  most  important  one  in 
the world. 
  And  this  year,  the  Human  Rights  Week  committee  is  bringing  na-










  But  words,  we  feel,  are  not  enough.  Alone,  these  ideas  are  honor-
able, but if  people don’t take action, they will just stay on the page. 
  That is why this event is worth talking about again and again. The 
speakers  and  workshops  will  change  from  one  year  to  the  next,  but 
the core message of  human rights will endure. 
  As  long  as  there  are  injustices,  it’s  the  job  of   journalists  and  stu-
dents to keep talking and teaching. 
Gag gift:




REBECCA YOUNG OPINIONS EDITOR
  Tuesday,  Feb.  1,  2011  marked  the 
end  of   the  open  period  for  Nobel 
Peace  Prize  nominations.  Among 
the  esteemed  group  of  lawmakers 
and leaders nominated for one of  the 













  But  WikiLeaks  winning  a  Nobel 
Peace Prize would surpass all prior 
instances  of   bad  decisions.  Seri-
ously, something is amiss when the 
plaque goes to a website publishing 





sparked  my  interest;  I  looked  into 
the requirements for the prize. It was 




intentional  and  accidental,  such  as 
an  experiment  which  claimed  the 





  Nobel  specifi ed  the  award  should 
go  to  “the  person  who  shall  have 
done  the  most  of   the  best  work  for 
fraternity  between  nations,  the 
abolition  or  reduction  of   standing 
armies and for the holding and pro-








ency  and  honesty  in  international 
politics,  but  there  also  is  a  compel-
ling  case  that  such  virtual  regurgi-
tation does more damage than good. 





ing  their  security  concerns  about 




ing recipients of   this prize,  such as 





winners  of   years  past,  lest  the  es-
teemed award become nothing more 
than a white elephant gift. 
HIDE YOUR WIFE, HIDE YOUR KIDS:
Students’ top YouTube video picks
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in  something  called  Post-Secondary 
Enrollment  Option  (PSEO)  where  I 
went to Sinclair Community College, 
when  I  left  my  home  school  before 
lunch. 
  After  I  graduated,  I  attended 
Wright  State  University  to  complete 
some gen eds before making the big 
move  to  the  University  of  Dayton  – 
my dream school since my freshman 
year – and where I currently call my 
academic  home.  It  is,  however,  just 
that: an academic home. 
  I am a commuter. I’m one of many 
commuters  on  this  campus.  Nice  to 
meet you all.
    The  University  of  Dayton  treats 
us  driving  Daytonians  well,  except 
for one thing: parking. I’m not saying 
that parking here is the worst out of  














  Um,  awkward?  Creepy?  But  I  di-
gress. 
  Financially,  parking  here  at  the 
University of Dayton sucks.





disappointment  when  I  realized  I 
would  be  parking  in  no  man’s  land, 
across  Brown  Street,  by  the  DECA 
building. 
  At  Wright  State,  I  paid  roughly 
$75 for parking. I parked wherever I 











visitor  parking  spots  you  so  rudely 
put in my lot are used for free? 
 letter to the editor
Parking prices too high
Flyer News is the student-run newspaper of  the University of  Dayton. It works to serve the campus 
community and offers a forum for opinion. The university makes no representations or warranties 
regarding products or services advertised  in Flyer News. Flyer News reserves the right to edit or 
reject all  copy. Flyer News does not necessarily uphold or advocate  the opinions  in  the columns, 
letters or cartoons appearing in the opinion pages. Send 50 to 350-word letters to the editor at: 
editor@flyernews.com. Submissions must include name, major, year and phone number.
ourpolicy
  I’m  trying  a  new  thing  this 
semester  called  acting  like  an 
adult. I floss my teeth, eat a good 
breakfast  and  watch  the  news. 
It’s  amazing  how  much  my  life 
has improved since I added those 
15  minutes  of   television  to  my 
day. I’m in the loop on everything 
from  global  current  events  to 
school  closings  in  a  50-mile  ra-
dius.
  Funny thing about those school 
closings,  though.  If   you  tuned 
in  at  the  right  time  on  Tuesday 
night, you just might have caught 
the  University  of   Dayton  on  the 
list  of   Wednesday  cancelations. 
But just for a moment.
  After  all,  heaven  forbid  we 
learn too soon that the university 
is  closed.  Terrible  things  could 
ensue  …  bonfires  and  riots  from 
Kiefaber  to  College  Park,  public 
indecency,  rampant  underage 
alcohol  consumption,  unpro-
tected  sex,  illicit  drug  use  and 





I  say  we’re  baffled  by  the  secre-
cy  when  it  comes  to  canceling 
school. What is so wrong with giv-
ing us students some prior notice 
before  we  set  our  alarm  clocks 
for  8  a.m.?  We  pay  enough  to  at-
tend  this  university;  we  should 
have the right to know when our 
classes won’t be held.
  In  my  discussions  with  others 
as to why we didn’t receive one of  
Shawn  Robinson’s  blessed  mes-
sages before 4 a.m., we could only 
assume  the  lack  of   communica-
tion  was  part  of   a  plan  to  keep 
us  from celebrating  in the truest 
fashion  UD  students  know  how. 
And I find that absolutely ridicu-
lous.
  College  is  supposed  to  be  the 
next  step  closer  to  the  “real 
world.” We study hard, work hard 




and  a  stack  of   textbooks,  or  out-
side,  freezing  cold  with  friends 
and a pile of  beer cans. The point 
is  as  young  adults,  that  decision 
is on us, and we will plan our days 
according to our best interests.




  But  plenty  of   others  were  just 
hoping, praying with fingers and 
toes  crossed  and  pajamas  worn 
inside  out,  that  they  might  be 
able to sleep in for once or finally 
catch  up  on  a  week’s  worth  of  
reading. 
  We  are  accustomed  to  sched-













Students mature enough to receive snow day notification
END OF BAND SHOWS CIRCLE OF LIFE IN ENTERTAINMENT
SEETHA SANKARANARAYAN JUNIOR
“
“After all, heaven 
forbid we learn too 
soon that the uni-
versity is closed. 
Terrible things 




  Man,  we  sure  do  love  our  pop 
culture  entertainment.  We’re  so 
attached  to  movies,  music,  tele-






ken  up.  We  feel  like  it’s  the  end 






an  earthquake  shook  my  world 
out of  balance. 
  The White Stripes, my favorite 
band  since  I  started  developing 
a  musical  preference,  publically 
announced the permanent disso-
lution of  their group. 
  Their  website  homepage  has 
been  altered  so  it  now  displays 
this  message  from  the  band: 




for  the  art  and  music  that  the 
band has created.” 
  Yeah, right. Sorrow would have 
been  an  understatement.  I  felt 
like a member of  my own family 
had passed away, like a chunk of  
my  soul  was  ripped  out.  It  was 
that  aching,  longing  feeling  that 
something  important  in  my  life 
was missing. 
  Sure,  I  still  had  my  collec-
tion  of   White  Stripes  music, 
and  I  knew  I  could  still  listen  to 
them whenever I wanted. And of  
course  Jack  White  was  going  to 
continue  all  of   his  other  bands 




The  White  Stripes  had  always 
been  the  one  I  preferred,  and 
knowing  that  they weren’t going 
to  be  recording  any  more  new 
material  or  playing  more  live 





can  all  relate  to  this  situation. 
Maybe for you it was the moment 
that  Jerry  Seinfeld  announced 
the  last  episode  of   his  show.  Or 
the  moment  you  finished  “The 
Deathly  Hallows”  and  realized 
that there would be no more new 
“Harry Potter” books. 
  If   you  were  around  during  my 
parents’ generation, I don’t doubt 
that you would have felt this way 
when  The  Beatles  disbanded. 
When  these  mediums  of   enter-




  Sure,  it’s  a  bit  upsetting.  But 
sooner  or  later,  we  come  across 
another  new  band,  movie,  au-
thor  or  television  show  that  we 
truly  enjoy.  And  we  probably 
wouldn’t  have  discovered  them 
if  we were still so focused on the 
ones  we  originally  loved.  When 










ways  going  to  be  something  new 
and  exciting  waiting  around  the 
corner. 
DAN CLEVELAND ASST. OPINIONS EDITOR
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University  of   Dayton  varsity 
runners  and  track  performers 
are  heading  to  the  University  of  
Akron  for  the  competitive  Akron 
Invitational this weekend.
The  women’s  track  and  field 





ing  for  the  A-10  title  last  season, 
this  senior-laden  squad  is  hoping 
to  leave  its  mark  at  this  tune-up 
indoor event.
Meanwhile,  in  usual  tradition, 
the  young  varsity  men’s  cross 
country  team will  travel with  the 






“I’m  actually  looking  forward 
to  it,”  senior  thrower  Mallory 
Barnes  said.  “I’m  excited  about 
the A-10 meet, so this meet is kind 
of   preparation  for  that  because 
it’s  going  to  be  very  competitive 
with  the  rest  of   the  teams.  It’s  a 
chance  for  us  to  get  in  there  and 
get  that  A-10  Championship  feel 
before we are actually there.”
Joining  Barnes  among  the  top 
performers  for  the  UD  women’s 
track  squad  are  senior  throwers 
Johnna  Zaccari  and  senior  Kerry 
Allen.  Sophomore  Katie  Nageotte 
won the conference pole vault title 
last  season,  while  seniors  Maura 
Bulgrin,  Liz  Coorey  and  Ashley 
Cattran pace the competitive field 
of  Flyer long distance runners.
All  are  expected  to  be  among 






they’ve  done  all  season,  which  is 
basically  to  be  consistent,”  head 
coach  Adam  Steinwachs  said. 
“But they’ve the last couple years, 
really  established  themselves  as 
strong  kids  on  our  team,  in  the 
conference,  and  kids  that  we  can 
rely on under pressure.”
The  former  walk-on  Barnes 
is  the  star  of   the  class,  recently 
earning  conference  performer  of  
the week honors at UD’s last event 
on  Friday,  Jan.  28,  and  Saturday, 
Jan. 29, at Findlay University. Her 
weight  throw  of   68-2  1/2  was  the 
best  mark  in  program  history, 
eclipsing her own personal record 
set in 2010.
She  finished  sixth  with  her 
previous  record  weight  throw  at 
the Indoor Track and Field Cham-
pionships  last  year,  but  is  setting 
even higher goals  for the remain-
der of  her career.
“My  main  thing  is  that  when 
I go  to nationals,  I want  to be  top 




expect  me  to  do  well  and  that’s 
fine. But I kind of  want to be that 
example  for  everybody  else  that 
didn’t have a chance that thought 
they  didn’t  have  a  chance,  that 
they can do it if  I can do it.”
Steinwachs  called  the  Akron 
Invitational the “right meet at the 
right  time”  for  his  team  leading 
up  to  the  conference  event.  Last 
season,  the  Flyers  tied  with  the 
University  of   North  Carolina  at 
Charlotte  for  the  title,  and  he  ex-
pects it to be close again this year.
“So in order to take a shot at it 
and  give  them  [Charlotte]  a  run, 
we  are  really  going  to  have  to  be 
on  both  days,”  he  said.  “We  are 
going to need some help  from the 
rest  of   the  conference  and  hope-
fully  Charlotte  won’t  be  razor 
sharp next weekend.”
For  the  varsity  men’s  cross 
country  team,  senior  twin  broth-
ers  Chris  and  Matt  Lemon  are 
expected  to  be  the  top  perform-
ers  again.  Based  on  their  ear-
lier  results,  the  two  already  have 
qualified  for  the  top  seeded  Gold 





expects  both  seniors  to  succeed, 
and  is  hopeful  for  the  success  of  
the remainder of  his young roster. 
“So  we  have  both  Chris  and 
Matt Lemon as top seeded runners 
in  the  5,000  [meter]  and  the  3,000 
[meter],  and  maybe  some  of   our 
other  guys  will  be  in  the  Gold,” 
Davis said. “But I’m planning just 




sity  team’s  fall  events  coincide 






“We  really  enjoy  each  other’s 
companionship  and  competitive-
ness,  and  it  helps  us  run,  and  it 
helps  them run  too,  so  it’s a very 
good  working  relationship,”  he 
said.
FLYERS ZIP TO AKRON FOR CRUCIAL SPRING MEET
Track and Field/Cross Country
All-American senior thrower Mallory Barnes leads a contingent of University of Dayton track and field performers along with cross 
country runners to the University of Akron for a meet this weekend. PHOTO CONTRIBUTED BY SETH IIAMES/DAYTON FLYERS ATHLETICS
JACOB ROSEN
Sports Editor
 “I’m actually looking forward to it. ... 
It’s a chance for us to get in there and 
get that A-10 Championship feel be-
fore we are actually there.”
Mallory Barnes, senior thrower
WEB EXCLUSIVE ARTICLE ON THE CROSSFIT EXERCISE PROGRAM 
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University  of   Dayton  student-
athletes  are  eclipsing  the  record 
books in the classroom and on the 
field this season.
For  the  first  time  in  UD’s  his-
tory,  each  of   the  16  varsity  ath-
letic teams recorded a cumulative 
GPA of  3.0 or better. In addition, a 
total  of   175  student-athletes  were 
honored  at  the  annual  Scholar-
Athlete  Awards  Reception  for 
their  outstanding  academic  per-
formance  on  Monday,  Jan.  31,  in 
the Kennedy Union Ballroom. 
Senior  soccer  player  Kelly 
Blumenschein  and  senior  golfer 
Chris  Woeste  were  awarded  the 
2011  Presidential  Scholar-Athlete 








jor  and  Spanish  minor,  serves  on 
the  UD  Student-Athlete  Advisory 
Council  and  attributes  her  suc-
cess  to  being  able  to  balance  all 
her activities.
“I  have  always  challenged  my-
self   to  balance  academics,  soccer 
and work, but I think that becom-
ing  engaged  in  a  couple  different 
things at once actually helps,” she 
said.  “If   I  become  too  consumed 
in  one  thing,  I  get  worn  out  and 
don’t  perform  as  well.  You  get  to 
meet  a  bunch  of   different  groups 
of   people  which  is  awesome.  Our 













UD  athletes  for  what  we  do  in 
our competitive arena, but  it also 
recognizes  us  for  academics  and 




The  academic  success  of   UD’s 
teams  can  be  traced  back  to  the 
significance the university places 
on  academic  success,  led  by  the 
athletic department. 
With  the  unveiling  of   the  An-
thony  A.  Riggs  Academic  Center 
that  features  a  renovated  space 
for 54 study stations,  tutor rooms 
and  more  in  the  Frericks  Center 




rate  because  there  is  an  estab-
lished  culture  in  the  athletics  de-
partment  that  academics  are  the 
number  one  priority,”  said  Beth 
Flach,  coordinator  for  the  Office 
of  Academic Services for Student-
Athletes,  who  works  in  the  Riggs 
Academic Center. “This culture is 
set  through  the  coaches,  athletic 
administrators,  academic  coor-
dinators,  and  faculty  and  staff   at 
UD. Our coaches recruit individu-
als who care about being a student 
first,  which  ultimately  drives  the 
culture to remain in place.”






Both  Blumenschein  and  Woeste 
said their advisors have kept them 
on  track  and  have  contributed  to 
their success.
“Our  academic  adviser,  Vera 
Gomes, went on trips with us and 




it  especially  [during]  my  fresh-
man and sophomore years.”
Woeste  also  said  his  advisors 
help  keep  his  fellow  athletes  in-
volved  in  the  classroom,  even 
when  the  team  is  traveling.  He 
said he was impressed by the over-
all  character  of   student-athletes 
at UD and enjoys being a Flyer.
“It’s  not  something  I  would 
ever give up because I love playing 
golf,  and  I  love  being  a  student-





Senior soccer defender Kelly Blumenschein and senior golfer Chris Woeste were named 
the recipients of UD’s 2011 Presidential Scholar-Athlete Awards on Monday, Jan. 31. PHO-
TOS CONTRIBUTED BY KRYSTAL WARREN AND MICHAEL LAPLACA/DAYTON FLYERS ATHLETICS
UD athletes recognized for academic achievements
The  University  of   Dayton 




Head  coach  Mike  Tucker  an-
nounced the set of  five high school 
players that signed their national 
letters  of   intent  to  play  for  the 
Flyers next year, on Friday, Feb. 4.
Tucker said he is excited about 




He  said  his  first  priority  was 
to  recruit  more  goal  scorers,  an 
area  the  coaching  staff   has  been 
focusing  on  recruiting  for  years. 
The staff  is hopeful that they have 




Heights,  Ohio,  was  named  First 
Team  All-State  last  year  with 
36  goals  scored.  Smigel,  who  at-
tended  Walsh  Jesuit  High  School 
in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, has been 
to  three  state  championships,  in-
cluding a state title in 2010.
“We  were  looking  for  people 
that  can  put  the  ball  in  the  back 
of  the net, and they have certainly 
proven  that  they  can  in  their  ca-
reers,”  Tucker  said.  “Both  are 
good  at  getting  after  a  goal,  and 
can  take  some  pressure  off   [cur-
rent  sophomore  forward]  Colleen 
Williams next year.”
Next  in  the  class  is  Sarah 
Vaughan  of   Upper  Arlington 
High  School,  in  Upper  Arlington, 
Ohio, who Tucker believes will be 
a  strong  midfielder  for  the  team. 
Hailey  Keller  of   Noblesville  High 
School  in  Noblesville  Ind.,  is  a 
strong  utility  player  that  Tucker 
figures  could  play  at  outside  mid 
or  outside  back  for  the  Flyers. 
Tucker  said  Keller,  an  All-State 
selection  in  Indiana  in  2009  and 
2010,  is  an  excellent  athlete  who 
is  capable  of   playing  all  over  the 
field.
Rounding  out  the  new  group 
of   recruits  is  Alison  Klinefel-
ter,  a  5-foot-4-inch  defender  from 
Mt.  Lebanon  High  School  in  Mt. 
Lebanon, Pa. She was honored by 
newspapers  in  her  area  for  her 
performance on and off   the  field, 
as  a  dominant  defender  and  a 
good student.
Tucker said he thinks this class 
has  a  ton  of   potential,  and  could 
add  to  the  recent  NCAA  Tourna-
ment success of  the program.




taken  a  job  with  the  New  Jersey 




“NJIT  is  much  closer  to  his 
parents, so I’m excited for that op-
portunity, really thrilled for him,” 
Tucker  said.  “I  hate  to  lose  him, 
but  it’s  going  to  be  a  good  thing 
for him.”
Tucker  said  UD  will  begin 
searching  for  a  new  assistant 
coach  to  replace  Gonzalez  soon, 
perhaps  as  early  as  next  week. 
Gonzalez  was  a  key  leader  in  the 
recruitment  of   the  five  new  play-
ers,  who  are  expected  to  contrib-
ute immediately next season.
“It  wouldn’t  shock  me  to  see 
a  couple  of   them  starting  right 
away,” he said. “I think all of  them 
have  a  chance  to  be  players  we’ll 
remember for years here at UD.”
Tucker  also  said  UD  will  an-
nounce  the  players  it  will  be  tak-
ing  as  walk-ons  within  a  couple 
weeks,  but  he  was  not  allowed  to 
say yet due to NCAA rules.
UD  finished  19-3-1  overall  last 
season while winning the Atlantic 
10  Conference  Championship  and 
advancing  to  the  second  round 
of   the NCAA Tournament  for  the 
second year in a row. Some of  the 
roster’s  star  power  will  return 





Dayton program nets five new recruits, loses assistant coach
Women’s Soccer
In Friday, Feb. 4’s issue, we 
inaccurately attributed the 
women’s basketball photo 
to Assistant Photo Editor 
Ethan Klosterman The photo 
was actually taken by staff 
photographer Mickey Shuey. 
Flyer News apologizes sin-
cerely for this error.
Blumenschein, Woeste honored with Presidential Scholar-Athlete Award, all varsity teams above 3.0 GPA
Academics
What could you do with an 
extra $500 a month? 
Would you like to lose 
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bounder  this  year,  Wright  surpassed 
the all-time record of 139 blocks set by 




his  new  title  with  a  UD  single-game 
record-tying  six  blocks  along  with  27 
points in Dayton’s 83-81 victory at La 
Salle University on Saturday, Feb. 5. 
Head  coach  Brian  Gregory  said 
Wright’s  ability  to  block  shots  is  due 
to his strengths as an off-ball defender.
“The  one  thing  he’s  done  off  the 
ball,  especially  from  that  weak  side, 
[is]  he’s  tremendous  at  anticipating 




Wright  is  honored  to  be  leading  the 
Dayton record books. He said he hopes 







Wright  said  he  has  always  seen 











St.  Bonaventure  star  junior  for-
ward  Andrew  Nicholson  scored  35 
points in last week’s contest, but Greg-
ory still credited Wright for his perfor-
mance  because  of  his  athleticism  on 
the defensive side.
The  head  coach  also  said  Wright 
fi ts  into  the  overall  Flyers  defensive 
scheme  well,  not  only  because  he 
blocks shots. Wright’s rebounding also 









[defensive  style]  and  so  he  disrupts 
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CHECK OUT THE OVERTIME BLOG FOR A WEB EXCLUSIVE FLYER NEWS SPORTS ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSING 
THE MEN’S BASKETBALL MVP, MOST SURPRISING PLAYER, AND POTENTIAL TOURNAMENT OUTLOOK.
Despite a rivalry loss last weekend, 
the  University  of  Dayton  women’s 




versity  in  a  70-66  overtime  defeat  on 
Saturday,  Feb.  5,  at  UD  Arena.  That 




“Very  [frustrating],  I  mean  we  al-
ways say we are going  to be  in  there 
and  after  the  game  we  were  really 
proud of our effort in just, you know, 
going  out  there  and  playing  against 
the number seven team in the nation 
and  coming  up  four  points  short  in 
overtime, but that still hurts a lot,” ju-







“It’s  really  frustrating,  and  they 
are  a  great  team,  and  we  stick  right 
with them, but  it’s  just  frustrating at 
the end,” senior guard Kristin Daugh-
erty said. “We defi nitely want to play 








Head  coach  Jim  Jabir  said  the 
Xavier loss didn’t take away anything 
from  the  progressive  improvement 
over the past few weeks. He said their 
performance  “only  enhanced”  the 




















The  regular  season  will  conclude 
at  the  University  of  Rhode  Island  on 
Wednesday, Feb. 23, and a fi nal home 
game against Fordham University on 
Saturday,  Feb.  26.  Both  those  teams 
rank  toward  the  bottom  of  the  A-10, 
but Jabir still emphasized the impor-
tance of these overall games.






According  to  Charlie  Creme  of  
ESPN.com,  the  Flyers  are  currently 
projected as a No. 11 seed in the tour-
nament.  A  repeat  appearance  in  the 
















Chief Sports Staff Writer
WRIGHT BLOCKS WAY INTO ALL-TIME UD HISTORY
Senior forward Chris Wright rejects a shot attempt by a Xavier University player on Jan. 19, 2010, at the Cintas Center in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Wright recently broke the all-time career blocks record for the UD men’s basketball program. PHOTO CONTRIBUTED BY RYAN KOZELKA
